Raising the Community Voice in the Extractive Sector
CRD's Response to Chidakwa's statement at the mining indaba
Gorvernment lacks sincerity in implementing reforms in the diamond sector
The recent statement by mines and mining development minister Chidhakwa that mining companies are resisting consolidation
and that they misrepresented their investment plans to government is frivolous and cannot be accepted as an explanation for
government failure to transform the diamond industry.The government of Zimbabwe adopted the Zimbabwe Diamond policy in
june 2014 in order to close existing policy gaps and regulate the diamond industry.The diamond policy provided the
framework for the development of the diamond act to legally effect reforms in the sector. Three years have passed since the
adoption of the diamond policy but no diamond act has been availed by the ministry of mines.If it had been enacted the
diamond act would have adequately dealt with issues of accountability, contracting, marketing, revenue disclosure, security,
local beneficiation among other issues.The move by Chidhakwa to merge mining companies in the absence of a legislative
diamond policy framework is like putting the cart before the horse. It is also disturbing to note Chidhakwa is giving more
priority to mergers without overhauling the mines and minerals act to improve on transparency and accountability in the mining
industry.
The government of Zimbabwe has overwhelming evidence that mining companies in Marange have failed to account for
revenue to treasury and committed serious human rights violations on their workers and surrounding communities.These
malpractices were captured in the findings submitted to government by the Parliamentary Portifolio Committee on mines and
development in 2013.The CRD is on record for calling on government to suspend mining operations in Marange to allow due
diligence process.The government ignored the call and instead promised to set up what Chinamasa in his budget statement of
2014 described as “a joint task force” to manage diamond revenue to fiscus. The mining situation in the diamond fields of
Marange has now deteriorated and government is squarely to blame for allowing it to happen.The statement made by
Chidhakwa that mining companies have duped government or are resisting mergers must never be taken serious by the people
of Zimbabwe as long as government is faling to institute legal reforms in the sector. Instead Chidhakwa must realise that it is a
violation of the country’s constitution and citizens’s rights for a government to protect the interests of unscrupulous individuals
exploiting diamonds in Marange for personal enrichment.

On going panning activites in Marange diamond field signal the demise of the diamond industry.

Diamond extraction areas in Marange increasingly becoming sources of organised illegal diamond panning

In his mid term 2015 policy review, finance minister Chinamasa expressed dissapointment in the decline of Marange diamond
output and set the trajectory by calling upon relevant government ministries and departments to expedite mining
reforms.When he delivered his keynote address at the recently held mining indaba, the minister of mines was widely expected
to update the nation on the progress made in implementing reforms not to take the nation backwards by raising the same
issues that he is already aware of. Minister Chidhakwa complained on the lack of accountability and transparency in diamond
mining companies without proffering tangebile solutions. According to him “people are now buying private jets because of our
diamonds”.
The CRD continues to monitor the situation in the diamond fields with hope of seeing improvement in operational standards
critical for local communities to benefit including the general mass of Zimbabwean citizens.However ,the continued influx of
illegal panners in mining concessions in Marange is a telltale sign of a diamond industry that is spiraling out of control

One Tichaona Mlambo an illegal diamond panner,told CRD that it was now easier to pick diamonds in the mining concesions
because workers and company guards direct them to extraction zones.Another one walter Kaparadza also told CRD that he
avoided detection on the diamond scan by hiding several pieces of diamonds right in the diamond field upon seeing the
reaction squad of the security guards.He vowed to return to the diamond fields to retrieve them.The security situation in
Marange has become porous because workers are not receiving regular salaries.Meanwhile the biting economic hardships
continue to drive hundreds of unemployed youth from the surrounding communities to illegally pan for diamonds inspite of the
inhuman conditions met on them by mining officials.The local community has nothing to show from diamond mining in
Manicaland.
Ministry of mines ignored advocacy campaigns to reform the diamond industry.
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